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Sydney-based married couple John, 52, and Marie*, 51, decided to seek a 
financial planner to make the most of their savings and figure out how best 
to prepare for their retirement.

Marie worked part time as an admin assistant at a local school while John worked as 
a truck driver. Both had decided to work until they were 65 years old and thought 
it was time to explore their financial options. 

WORD-OF-MOUTH REFERRAL
John and Marie found Jennifer Porter, financial planner at Bloom Advisory Group, 
after asking for a referral from friends whose finances always seemed to be in order. 

“They were literally speaking to friends about what they were doing with their 
finances and asked if they knew anybody, then they recommended me,” said Porter. 

After initial inquiries, John and Marie ended up speaking with Porter. Following some 
friendly banter, the couple decided to get her professional advice, spurred partly by the 
knowledge that Porter had specialist skills dealing with superannuation-related issues.

“A colleague of mine also recommended me as they knew that I’m fee-for-service 
and that I can cope with union super issues that John was facing. They really needed 
an adviser that could charge without selling a product.”

On the initial meeting, Porter simply wanted to establish what the couple’s own 
financial situation was before she could make recommendations on how they can 
make the most of their situation. 

As a truck driver, John’s annual income ranged depending on overtime but broadly 
speaking, his after tax estimated income was between $52,000 and $78,000, plus 
super. From this Porter opted to hold John’s net at $60,000. Marie was only working 
part-time and earned $26,000 net annually.

When it came to super, Porter discovered that like many people, John’s super was 
divided between three different funds: $108,000 with ABC Union superannuation 
fund, $24,000 with Super A and $26,000 with Super B. 
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“As a union member John had no option but to remain with 
ABC, which meant that I was unable to move it but simply 
forced to factor it into our financial plan.Yet Marie’s super was 
much simpler with $52,000 in her Super C fund.”

With minimal debt and solid assets, Porter realised that John and 
Marie were ideally placed to buy their first investment property. 

SUPER MOVES
First things first, Porter rolled John’s Super A and Super B 
accounts into an inexpensive retail platform designed to simplify 
and maximise his super assets. 

“There were really two options available to me. The first being 
to roll his other accounts into ABC where his employer 
contributions were going, but I found that there was little to no 
transparency with this fund,” she said. 

“Not being the adviser on the fund is difficult as I couldn’t 
access information as readily as I needed. I have an authority on 
the fund which allows me to call and ask questions but it’s just 
not the same transparency level as a retail fund where you can 
clearly see the investment options.”

The ABC union fund only had three options, of which John was 
in the equity plus option, with Porter finding herself frustrated 
that she couldn’t see the names of any fund managers and wasn’t 
able to find out the components within the asset allocation.

“If the compulsory fund that John has was more transparent, I 
would have recommended he roll the two funds above into that. 
However, there are only three options with assets that couldn’t 
be identified therefore I was unable to do sufficient research to 
provide comfort nor advice,” she explained. 

As a result, John is now salary sacrificing into the ABC union 
super fund at $150 per week, although Porter points out that he 
had little choice, as he cannot salary sacrifice anywhere else 
under the union super setup. 

“While John salary sacrificing is great, it’s always a concern 
when the quality of the investment is uncertain.”

Ultimately Porter decided to roll John’s smaller super funds 
into the inexpensive ‘out of work’ platform, where there were 
about 35 fund managers with an admin fee of 70 basis points 
with trail rebated.

“We only have $50,000 invested in this platform but we kept it 
in Australian equities managers for John as his union fund had a 
high allocation to international and alternate assets.”

On super co-contributions, Porter found that since John’s salary 
is above the limits for government co-contribution, he did not 
qualify. However, Porter’s SoA identifies an opportunity for 
Marie to contribute next May (subject to the next review).

With Marie’s super, Porter made a number of recommendations.

“I reviewed her investment choice to ensure it matched her risk 
profile from an asset allocation perspective. Salary sacrifice has 
been identified but won’t commence until the property has 
been purchased. I have requested they put in a reasonably large 
deposit so they have taken that from their savings.”

“As they are very good savers and stick well to their budget, 
I am confident they will replenish their savings in the 
allocated time.”

GREATER COVERAGE
As far as insurance was concerned, Porter was pleasantly surprised 
to find that John and Marie were relatively organised.

The couple already had a will and power of attorney before their 
initial visit with her and on review was deemed current. However 
when it came to establishing a binding nomination, Porter found 
that John’s ABC union super account would only accept non-
binding nominations so they ended up requesting such an action. 
Marie’s super account with Super C did accept binding 
nominations but hadn’t been actioned until Porter’s advice. 

Additionally, the couple had their life insurance matters relatively 
sorted, although there were a number of loose ends that Porter 
had to address. 

Marie started with $60,000 of death and TPD in super while 
John initially had $60,600 of death and $30,300 of TPD with 
ABC union but nothing in other funds. 

However they did have one stand alone policy that had to be 
retained that they had purchased eight years ago through another 
adviser. It was a jointly owned Insurance 2 policy for $378,000 
per person for death and TPD. 

“I can’t take it over as the adviser who sold it has a built in 
lifetime guarantee commission, I have an authority on file only,” 
she said. “It is a very competitively priced policy so I am happy 
for it to be retained.”

Porter recommended that their policy be updated with an 
additional $150,000 for term life and TPD for both parties.

In the end the couple kept John’s ABC union policy insurance, 
the Insurance 2 policy and Marie’s $60,000 in death and TPD in 
super that allowed them to be fully covered in any event while 
maintaining a practical level of insurance.

Additionally, John also has income protection policy through 
Insurance 3, which provided coverage for 85 per cent of his 
gross earnings with a seven-day wait, two-year benefit period 
and costs 1.72 per cent of his gross wage.

“This policy was organised through John’s employer and initially 
was compulsory. I decided to again retain the policy as the two-
year benefit period provided by this policy would complement 
his TPD insurance cover,” Porter said. 

PROPERTY PROMISES
Once this was all established Porter suggested they take advantage 
of their low debt and high savings and buy an investment 
property, with the pair open to, and excited by the prospect of 
doing so.

“They didn’t know what they wanted to do to build wealth but 
they were open to all ideas. John had a high risk profile while Marie 
had a moderate profile. The property component was achieved 
through a referral partner so I did not select a specific property. 
Instead I assessed their cashflow and then had specific requirements 
in terms of yield to ensure the property remained affordable. 

Overall, Porter was confident that John and Marie would benefit 
from an investment property due to their savings capacity and 
their approach to managing their money.

In only a month since presenting the statement of advice, the 
couple had purchased their ideal off-the-plan apartment in Potts 
Point, Sydney, with a completion date of September 2011.
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“Thanks to their amazing savings capacity, we will complete the 
purchase with a 20 per cent deposit plus costs for settlement 
without having to use their principal residence as security. While 
some would argue that borrowing 100 per cent and using the 
home as security is better from a tax perspective, I prefer clients 
to protect their principal residence. However, this approach isn’t 
just for pre-retirees, I would always prefer to avoid “cross 
securing” as it causes complications if future assets are acquired 
or disposed.”

Porter explained that the loan will be interest only, but it will be 
80 per cent of the purchase price, thus avoiding LMI (lenders 
mortgage insurance). 

“Based on my analysis, the property will be requiring little by 
way of cash input thus enabling them to continue John’s salary 
sacrificing, start Marie’s salary sacrificing, and depending on 
their comfort levels, begin building a share portfolio,” she said.

The investment property will cost the couple approximately 
$480,000 which they are supporting with their aggressive savings 
plan, while Porter ensured they chose a residential area with 
strong yield and potential growth that would allow the couple to 
benefit from their investment property and even begin to look 
into other strategies. 

“They already had $96,000 in cash savings when they first 
approached me which means that we have been able to look 
beyond the property into what we will do next.”

According to Porter she looked for multiple strategies for their 
retirement, creating a situation where they will ideally have 
surplus of $35,000 a year after tax without overtime – or $53,000 
with overtime that could then be put towards a direct share 
portfolio in a year’s time. 

FEE STRUCTURE
Porter charged the couple a fee-for-service with a Statement of 
Advice fee, which varies depending on the complexities of the 
client’s financial situation.

“In this case I would described it as moderately complex with the 
level of strategies involved – a savings plan/cashflow management, 
property acquisition, salary sacrifice and share portfolio.”

Porter also charges an ongoing flat fee and received minimal 
commission from her addition to their insurance policy, which 
was needed to cover their property purchase. l

NOTE
* Pseudonym provided to protect anonymity

 Before After

Assets   
Principle Residence $700,000 $700,000 
Contents $100,000 $100,000 
Car $25,000 $25,000 
Investment Assets (cash) $96,000 $47,000 after 10% deposit paid but growing.

Liabilities  
Home loan  $1,600 $0 
Debt Nil $384,000 * forthcoming in September 2011

Income (net)  
John $60,000 – $78,000 $60,000 – $78,000 
Marie $26,000 $26,000

Super   
John $108,000 in ABC Union $108,000 in ABC Union 
 $24,000 in Super A $50,000 in retail platform  
 $26,000 in Super B $150 per week salary sacrificing 
Marie  $52,000 in Super C $52,000 in Super C

Insurance   
John  >$60,600 of death with ABC union fund >Updated policy with an additional $150,000 for term 
 >$30,300 of TPD with ABC Union fund    life and TPD 
 >Jointly owned Insurance 2 policy for $378,000 >$60,600 of death with ANC union fund 
   per person for death and TPD >$30,300 of TPD with ABC Union fund 
 >Coverage for 85 per cent of his gross earnings  >Coverage for 85 per cent of his gross earnings with 
   with a seven-day wait, two year benefit period     a seven-day wait, two year benefit period and costs 
   and costs 1.72 per cent of his gross wage    1.72 per cent of his gross wage 
  >Jointly owned Insurance 2 policy for $378,000 
    per person for death and TPD

Marie >$60,000 of death >Updated policy with an additional $150,000 for term  
 >$60,000 of TPD   life and TPD 
 >Jointly owned Insurance 2 policy for $378,000 >$60,000 of death 
   per person for death and TPD >$60,000 of TPD 
  >Jointly owned Insurance 2 policy for $378,000 
     per person for death and TPD

Investment Property   
John Nil $480,000 property 
Marie Nil Nil

Table 1.  Financial position
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